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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce our solution to the Challenge-

1 of the MS-Celeb-1M challenges which aims to recognize

one million celebrities. To solve this large scale face recog-

nition problem, a Multi-Cognition Softmax Model (MCSM)

is proposed to distribute training data to several cognition

units by a data shuffling strategy. Here we introduce one cog-

nition unit as a group of independent softmax models, which

is designed to increase the diversity of the one softmax model

to boost the performance for models ensemble. Meanwhile,

a template-based Feature Retrieval (FR) module is adopted

to improve the performance of MCSM by a specific voting

scheme. Moreover, a one-shot learning method is applied on

collected extra 600K identities due to each identity has one

image only. Finally, testing images with lower score from

MCSM and FR are assigned new labels with higher score

by merging one-shot learning results. Extensive experiments

on the MS-Celeb-1M testing set demonstrate the superiority

of the proposed method. Our solution ranks the first place

in both two settings of the final evaluation and outperforms

other teams by a large margin.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, deep neural networks, especially

the Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs), have

greatly boosted the performance with high accuracy and ro-

bustness of the face recognition task [15, 12, 13, 19, 11, 10].

However, most of existing face recognition methods mainly

focus on finding whether two face images are from the same

person, i.e., the face verification problem, rather than rec-

ognizing it by outputting a specific name directly. Another

issue is that current public face dataset [6, 16, 20, 14] are

far from to be sufficient to build face recognition systems,
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which limits the development of academic research and in-

dustrial applications. To address these issues, Guo et al. [2]

propose a large scale knowledge database with one million

celebrities where each of them is linked to a unique entity

key and provide a benchmark for large scale face recognition

task.

Typically, there are two general kinds of methods to rec-

ognize from face images. One is model-based method. More

specifically, it models this problem as a classification prob-

lem and considers each celebrity as a class. To solve large

scale face recognition via this method, Li et al. [9] design a

multi-view deep representation learning to obtain discrimi-

native features as input of a classifier. Wu et al. [18] propose

an independent softmax model (ISM) to handle large scale

classification problem. Instead of training a classier to di-

rectly predict all the classes at the same time, they train

several ISMs to predict probabilities for a part of classes. By

applying this strategy, the scale of classification problem of

each group is reduced. Meanwhile, it is not necessary to

require deeper CNN architectures, more training time costs

and GPU resources. However, there is no correlation among

different ISMs and they do not share global labels infor-

mation while only focus on a part of classes. The conflict

will happen when some less discriminate classes appear in

improper ISMs. Given a testing image with its true label

from a less discriminate ISM, the final predicted result may

not be correct due to the maximum probability among all

ISMs is not from the correct ISM model. More details will

be discussed in Section 3.

Template-based method is the second category. First, a

gallery set (template set) with multiple images of each tar-

geted identity is constructed. Then, for a given image in the

query set, the most similar image and its class in the gallery

set are retrieved, and the predicted class is assigned to the

given query image. It is noteworthy that the template-based

method is very convenient for adding/removing entries in

the gallery set when the gallery set is not very large, because
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Figure 1: Pipeline of our proposed method for recognizing one million celebrities. This method includes three modules:

MCSM module, Feature Retrieval module, and one-shot learning module. For each testing image, the predicted results from

the MCSM module and the FR module are selected by a voting scheme. Then, all the scores of whole testing set are sorted

from maximum to minimum with their predicted labels. Finally, a one-shot learning method with extra data is applied on

testing images with lower confidence score after MCSM and FR. Best viewed in color.

the feature of a targeted face image can be extracted off

line. Besides, the template-based method can be viewed as

one solution for one-shot learning problem [1, 3, 7] when

the training data is extremely limited, i.e. one identity has

one image only, because it can perform well by computing

similarity between gallery set and query set based on a per-

fect feature extractor. However, with the increasing number

of identities in the gallery set, it is difficult to build a com-

plicated index to shorten the retrieval time. Moreover, the

accuracy of the template-based method highly relies on the

annotation accuracy in the gallery set.

In this paper we propose a novel framework with multi-

cognition softmax model and feature retrieval module to

address the large scale face recognition problem shown in

Figure 1. First, the provided training data is cleaned, since

we observe that some images are assigned with the wrong

labels and the data distribution is unbalanced. To clean the

noisy data, three steps are presented to construct a 100K

cleaned training database with not only high quality but also

unbroken identity set. Second, we apply the cleaned training

data on our proposed MCSM which is viewed as a model-

based method. In order to train large scale data with limited

time effectively, the whole training data is distributed to sev-

eral cognition units by a data shuffling scheme and results

from each cognition unit are merged by a score-level average

and max-max strategy. The targeted training data of each

cognition is divided into several small subsets by applying

an independent softmax model. Third, a feature retrieval

strategy viewed as template-based method is combined with

MCSM by a specific voting scheme. To construct a huge

gallery set and shorten the retrieval time, we average the

features which are extracted by DCNN from all the images

of each targeted identity, it means each targeted identity is

fully represented by a low dimensional feature. Moreover,

we collect around 600K aligned identities as extra data, then

a one-shot leaning is applied on them due to each identity

has one image only. Finally, testing images with lower con-

fidence score from MCSM and FR are assigned new labels

with higher score by merging one-shot learning results.

To summarize, in this paper we have made the following

three contributions:

• We propose a novel framework with multi-cognition

softmax model and feature retrieval module to handle

large scale face recognition problem.
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• We deploy an efficient data cleaning method with three

steps, which can construct a cleaned training database

with high quality while not throwing away any identity.

• We conduct the comprehensive experiments on MS-

Celeb-1M to evaluate our method. It shows that our

proposed framework can perform well on large scale

face recognition problem. On the MS-Celeb-1M chal-

lenge, we obtain excellent results and have 79.1% and

87.5% Coverage@Precision=95%, which ranks the first

place in both random set and hard set1.

2. Data Processing

Constructing a large scale face dataset requires lot of

time and efforts. Some datasets are massive but they are

private and cannot be downloaded, i.e. Google [12], Baidu

[10]. Based on this observation, Guo et al. [2] construct one

million celebrities database and release 99892 celebrities as

original training data. After carefully analysing the released

dataset, we observe that there are lots of noises in it. For ex-

ample, some images belong to one celebrity while those are

included in other celebrities. Some images are very blurry

and even clearly not human faces. Also, the distribution of

original training data is unbalanced. Some "rich" celebrities

have many samples, and a lot of celebrities are "poor" with

a few samples per person (see Figure 2). This long-tail char-

acteristic of data distribution is evaluated by Zhou et al. [22]

and shows that large amounts training data improve the face

recognition system’s performance and celebrities with only

a few samples do not help to boost the recognition accuracy.

Another observation is that the provided training set in

MS-Celeb-1M only covers 75% of celebrities in the testing

set, which means the upper bound of recognition recall rate

does not exceed 75%. MS doesn’t provide samples for the

remaining celebrities but allows the participants to collect

them as extra data to exceed 75% coverage.

Based on the two observations, we propose a efficient

method to clean the provided training data. Moreover, we

collect around 600K celebrities as extra data to exceed the

upper bound of recognition recall rate.

2.1. Data cleaning for provided training data

In order to pre-process provided original training data,

we define “Cleaned image” and “Cleaned celebrity” shown

as below:

• Cleaned image: the image belongs to one celebrity

rather than other celebrities.

• Cleaned celebrity: all the images of this celebrity are

cleaned images, and number of cleaned images is more

than 10.

1http://www.msceleb.org/leaderboard/

iccvworkshop-c1

Table 1: Information of original training data and cleaned

training data

#. of classes #. of images

Original data 99892 8456240

Cleaned data 100000 5084127

Based on the two definitions, we design below three steps

for data cleaning of original data:

Step1: A semantic bootstrapping method is adopted to

clean the original training data, which is inspired by [17]. We

train a 99892-way softmax classifier using ResNet-50 [5] till

a satisfied training accuracy. During testing phase, for each

image of one specific celebrity, if its predicted probability

P0 is upper than a given threshold T0, which is set to 0.7,

and its predicted label is the same as ground truth, we accept

this image as “Cleaned image”. Then, we will retain those

celebrities which are not satisfied “Cleaned celebrity” for

Step 2.

Step 2: A feature-based clustering method is proposed to

further clean around 30K celebrities after Step 1. Based on

our observation, the top 5 ranked images from one celebrity

are very reliable, we adopt them as the gallery set, and the

remaining images of the same celebrity are viewed as the

query set. Moreover, in order to represent one face image

by a dense feature, a modified LCNN-29 model [17] trained

on cleaned 70K celebrities via Step 1 is deployed to extract

features for all the gallery and query images. Then we fuse

deep features of top 5 gallery images for each celebrity.

Meanwhile, the cosine similarity between gallery features

and query features are computed. If similarity score is upper

than a predefined threshold T1, which is set to 0.5, we will

collect this query image as “Cleaned image”. Finally, those

celebrities which are not satisfied “Cleaned celebrity” will

be passed to Step 3.

Step 3: We manually collect those passed celebrities

from Step 2 via Internet. After step 2, there are still about

5K celebrities needed to be cleaned further. We believe these

5K celebrities are the most difficult identities to be cleaned

among the original noisy training data. No matter what deep

neural network model or method is utilized, they cannot

satisfy “Cleaned image” and “Clean celebrity”. Based on

this observation, we manually collect these 5K celebrities

in terms of the specific celebrity’s name via Google or Bing.

Moreover, in order to build up a 100K training dataset ex-

actly, we add some celebrities from MID-Name list2.

By applying three steps above, we construct a 100K

cleaned training database with not only high quality but

also unbroken identity set.

2.2. Data collection for extra training data

To collect extra data as much as possible within a limited

time and maintain high quality, for each celebrity, we only

2http://www.msceleb.org/download/list
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Figure 2: Distribution of original training data and cleaned

training data.

download one image by Google based on its specific name

provided by MID-Name list. With our best efforts, we collect

around 600K data as extra data. Then MTCNN [21] as a

powerful face detector is deployed to detect the face with a

bounding box and 5 facial points. For those images which

cannot be handled by MTCNN, OpenCV detector, and PA-

CNN facial localization method [4] are utilized. Based on 5

facial points, we crop the face patch from the downloaded

image. In our experiments, the face patches we extracted are

similar with the aligned images provide by MS, see Figure

3.

Finally, we collect around 600K aligned image as extra

data, then a one-shot learning method is applied on them

which will be discussed in Section 6.

3. Multi-Cognition Softmax Model (MCSM)

How to train the large scale data within a limited time ef-

fectively? A model-based Multi-Cognition Softmax Model

(MCSM) is proposed in this paper. By virtue of this module,

the large scale training data is distributed to several cogni-

tion units by a data shuffling strategy and the results of each

cognition are merged by a score-level average and max-max

method. Furthermore, the targeted training data of each cog-

nition unit is divided into several small subsets by applying

an independent softmax model.

In this section, first, we introduce SM and ISM, respec-

tively. Then, we investigate the conflict that may occur in the

experiments. At last, we elaborate that MCSM could obtain

higher accuracy due to overcome the conflict from ISMs.

3.1. Softmax Model (SM)

SM is aimed to recognize one million celebrities by train-

ing a classifier that has the ability to predict large scale

classes. For a given image x ∈ R
c×w×h, the probability of

ith class is computed by SM as:

P (Ci|x) = F(fi(x)), (1)

where F() is the softmax function, fi(x) is the ith dimen-

sional output, which can be expressed as:

Figure 3: Visualization of some samples from extra data. We

collect each extra celebrity per image via Google with its

specific MID name.

fi (x) = ai · v(x), (2)

where ai is the ith column vector of the last fully connected

layer’s weight A = [a1, ...,an], and v(x) is the feature

vector of the input image x , which is extracted by the con-

volutional neural network.

For the purpose of approximation, we compute the intrin-

sic dimensionality for fully expression of the targeted dataset

by maximum likelihood estimation [8].

m̂k(Xi) =[
1

k − 1

k−1
∑

j=1

log(
Tk(Xi)

Tj(Xi)
)]

−1

mk =
1

N

N
∑

i=1

m̂k(Xi).

(3)

where Tk(Xi) represents the kth nearest sample of Xi, mk

stands for the dimensionality under kth nearest estimation.

As the increasing number of images and classes in the

targeted dataset, intrinsic dimensionality fully expressed in-

formation will be increased. Therefore, the targeted mapping

function v(x) will be more complex. As the complexity of

representation increases, deeper convolutional layers are

required to approximate. Furthermore, the risk of misclassi-

fication may be increased especially when classifying harder

samples. Moreover, it is obvious that huge time and memory

costs are impractical when a SM is trained.

3.2. Independent Softmax Model (ISM)

Instead of training a classifier to directly predict all the

classes, Wu et al. [18] train several ISMs to predict probabil-

ities for a part of classes and the final results are computed

by a max-max scheme. There is an assumption [18]: if the

test image does not belong to any identity of the trained

model, the predicted score under all training identities is

considerably low. Particularly, this holds true for most cases.

Softmax function for any sample x of ith class is formu-

lated as:

F(fi(x)) =
efi(x)

∑N

j=1 e
fj(x)

, (4)
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where N is the number of classes, f(x) is the output of the

last fully connected layer. Then the maximum score of each

ISM can be computed as:

Fmax(f(x)) =
1

∑N

j=1 e
fj(x)−fmax(x)

. (5)

Consider a situation that the maximal three fi values of

two ISMs (model A and model B) are given 8, 10, and 12
(label of 12 is ground truth and from model A), respectively,

and others are negative values. Due to exponential opera-

tions, those negative values are considerable small, they can

be neglected. Furthermore, if 12 and 10 locate in model A,

and 8 belongs to model B, the maximum probability for the

two models are:
{

FA
max = 1

e12−12+e10−12 ,

FB
max = 1

e8−8 .
(6)

Obviously, the assumption fails in this situation, because

the highest score of the two models is from model B rather

than model A. The assumption becomes true when 12 is in

one ISM while 8, 10 locate in another ISM model. There-

fore, the conflict heavily depends on the location of less

discriminate classes from ISMs.

3.3. MultiCognition Softmax Model

Although ISM can be easily trained by several models

within a limited time, it throws away correlation among

the ISMs and appears conflict when some less discriminate

classes belongs to improper ISMs. The SM could solve the

conflict problem while it requires more complex architec-

tures and heavy computational resources. Inspired by the

advantages and limitations of both the SM and ISM, we pro-

pose the MCSM to boost the performance of the large scale

face recognition task.

The conflict between several similar identities could be

solved when they locate in the different models properly,

and the face recognition system will keep more robust when

multiple groups of models are trained with different views

of data. By applying shuffling overall training data, mul-

tiple groups are correlated, which is similar to the idea of

increasing individual diversity as did in bagging strategy.

In this paper, the group of models is called cognition unit.

Mathematically, each cognition unit can deal with large scale

recognition problem as:

Ak ·V(x) ≈ fi,k(x) = ai,k · vi(x). (7)

where i, k stand for the kth identity number in the ith model,

A,V and a,v represents column vector of last fully con-

nected layer and feature vector from one softmax model and

independent softmax model, respectively.

When the number of cognition increases, in order to per-

form as accurately as one SM and have less conflict among

cognition units, averaging the scores of cognition unites is

applied, and then the eventual prediction is more similar

to one SM due to the probability of conflict reduced expo-

nentially. Therefore we take multi-cognitions with shuffling

training data for more accurate approximation:

Ak ·V(x) ≈
1

m

m
∑

p=1

ai,k,p · vi,p(x). (8)

where p is the pth cognition unit among total m cognition

units of MCSM.

The advantages of MCSM are obvious, we are able to

build a system that comprises several models which are

trained on small amount of data. This divide-and-conquer

approach requires less time cost and computational resources

for each model. Meanwhile, high performance is obtained

by MCSM.

4. Feature Retrieval (FR)

For the large scale face recognition task, besides the mode-

based method, another main stream is the template-based

feature matching proposal. In our approach, the deep convo-

lutional neural network model viewed as a feature extractor

to extract facial features, and then pass the facial features to

the verification task.

The feature extractor is trained by adding a weight matrix

followed by feature layer. The training process is performed

as:

P (Ci|x) = F(ai · v(x)), (9)

where ai represents the ith column vector which is called

"anchor vector". Under this training scheme, the deep model

learns a probability:

P (Ci|x) = F(||ai||2 ||v(x)||2 cos(ai · v(x))), (10)

Here, softmax is viewed as the normalization function in

Eq. (10). Therefore, the probability of image x belonging

to class Ci is directly related to its cosine similarity with ith

anchor vector ai.

So far the abstract features of facial images can be repre-

sented via deep model. After being trained with large amount

of identities with facial images, the model will spontaneously

learn an angle-dependent feature distribution. Therefore, the

high dimensional images are mapped into a low dimensional

cosine space (hyper spherical surface):

R
h 7−→ S

l. (11)

In testing phase, we first construct feature-based tem-

plates. Assuming we have m samples of ith template, then

the anchor vector bi can be computed by:

bi =
1

m

m
∑

j=1

v(xi,j)

||v(xi,j)||2
, (12)
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where v(xi,j) is the jth image’s feature of the ith template.

Then, for given a testing image y, the similarity score Si

is simply computed by inner product of ith anchor vector bi

and its feature vector v(y):

Si = b
T
i · v(y). (13)

5. Voting Scheme

A recognition system with good performance should have

high recall ratio at low fall-out ratio when outputting final

result, especially when several independent results are ob-

tained by different methods, e.g. MCSM, FR with ResNet-50,

FR with LCNN-29. How can we obtain higher performance

after combining different models while let the system to

cover the coverage as much as we can? It requires us to not

only improve the top-1 accuracy of the ensemble models,

but also ensure correct predictions for the samples with large

score. Therefore, we propose a multi-perspective voting

scheme to enforce the predicted results with high score.

First, a model with best performance is selected to be

the primary model while others as auxiliary models. The

predicted scores are initially set to the same value as the

main model’s prediction. Then, these scores are increased

by a if the predicted results of all auxiliary models are the

same as the primary model’s. Next, if the predicted results

of all the auxiliary models are the same but different from

the primary model, we replace the predicted label and score

with auxiliary models’ prediction and their averaging score

plus an offset p, as we believe it would probably be a wrong

prediction from main model. In our experiments, we set a, p
as 1.6 and 0.8, respectively. Detail process is described in

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Voting scheme for different models

Input: Testing set Ti, i ∈ (1, 2...n); Predicted score set and

predicted label set of T : Sj , Lj , j ∈ (1, 2...m)
Output: Final predicted score and result Sr, Lr

1: Sr ← Sm, Lr ← Lm

2: for t = 1, 2, ..., n do

3: if LTt

1 = LTt

2 = ... = LTt

m−1 = LTt
r then STt

r ←
STt
r + a

4: if LTt

1 = LTt

2 = ... = LTt

m−1 6= LTt
r then STt

r ←
1

m−1

∑m−1
j=1 STt

j + p, LTt
r ← LTt

1

5: end for

By means of the voting scheme, the samples with higher

confidence score are predicted correctly with high proba-

bility, whereas the samples with lower scores are predicted

correctly with low probability. Moreover, the voting scheme

requires high top-1 accuracy of each model to ensure that

the predictions with high score are more reliable.

6. One-shot Learning for Extra Data

As extra data, we design a template-based method of one-

shot learning for the extra 600K data since each celebrity

contains one image only.

First, the 600K data is viewed as the gallery set and de-

velopment set or final testing data as query set. Second, a

LCNN-29 model from FR module, which learns a compact

and discriminate facial feature by narrowing the decision

boundaries of each class during the training process, is de-

ployed to extract deep features for all the gallery and query

images. To further boost the performance, during the feature

extraction phase, we apply multi-patch testing [11, 10], i.e.

25-crops with flipping, on each image, then the deep features

are normalized by using L2-norm. Third, we compute the

cosine similarity between gallery and query features.

We only apply one-shot learning method on testing im-

ages where confidence score is less than a high threshold Th

from MCSM and FR. After getting the predicted confidence

score from one-shot learning method, those images with

scores are less than a low threshold Tl are filtered out. The

high threshold Th and low threshold Tl are set experimen-

tally to 2.2 and 0.6, respectively. Finally, the selected scores

are projected to softmax domain as following:

S2 = a− b× ec×S1 . (14)

where S1 is the score from cosine similarity. S2 is the pro-

jected score of softmax and a, b, c are 2, 5, -6, respectively.

By deploying the above strategy, a testing image with lower

confidence score from MCSM and FR is assigned to a new la-

bel with higher score by merging results of one-shot leaning

method.

7. Experiments

In this section, first we introduce the dataset and eval-

uation protocol for MS-Celeb-1M Challenge-1. Then, ex-

tensive experiments with different modules are presented.

Last, we show our submitted result in the final testing set of

Challenge-1.

7.1. Dataset and evaluation protocol

MS provides around 100K celebrities as training data and

defines two different evaluation sets.The one is development

set provided with label, the other is testing set without label.

All participants should tune their models or parameters to fit

the development set as much as possible. After that, based

on best models, participants should submit the result of test-

ing set to MS. Meanwhile, MS also divides each evaluation

set (development set or testing set) into two subsets, random

set and hard set, respectively. The purpose of the former

is to reveal how many celebrities are truly covered by the

models to be tested. The latter aims to evaluate the general-

ization ability and the robustness of the model on complex

situations.
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Table 2: Compared results between original data and cleaned

data. dev1 and dev2 indicate hard set and random set, re-

spectively

Training data Model
C@P=95% C@P=99%

dev1 dev2 dev1 dev2

Original data
1 6.2 4.7 5.0 5.0

1,2,3,4,5 24.0 50.0 6.0 5.0

Cleaned data
1 14.1 18.7 11.0 10.0

1,2,3,4,5 58.1 76.0 43.3 40.3

Moreover, only about 75% classes of the evaluation sets

are covered in training set. That means the upper bound

of recognition recall ratio is 75% only, if extra data is not

collected.

In order to measure the recall ration of a face recognition

system, a coverage with precision protocol is proposed as:

precision = C/M , coverage = M/N . N denotes the

number of images in the evaluation set, C indicates the num-

ber of images are recognized correctly among the recognized

M images. For matching the real scenarios, the evaluation

protocol only returns the recall ratio at a given precision 95%

and 99% for random set and hard set.

7.2. Experiments with Data cleaning

Our proposed data cleaning strategy aims to clean noisy

training data while maintain the same training data scale.

In this section, we conduct experiments to show the effec-

tiveness of data cleaning. ResNet-50 as our backbone deep

is deployed to train the ISMs with original noisy data and

cleaned data, respectively. We train 5 ISMs covered the

whole 100K training data. Each ISM is assigned exactly

20K celebrities to the last fully connected layer. The results

of coverage with 95% precision (C@P=95%) and 99% pre-

cision (C@P=99%) are shown in Table 2. From the table,

we observe that data cleaning strategy not only increases the

coverage at 95% precision but also obtains the improvement

at 99% precision. On one hand, it demonstrates the necessity

of our data cleaning strategy, especially for large scale noisy

data. On the other hand, although noisy images are filtered

out, the class of celebrity does not be removed. It is the fun-

damental stone to train deep neural networks for recognition

of large scale celebrities.

7.3. Experiments with MCSM

In this section, 5 units of cognition with independent soft-

max models are evaluated and each unit contains 5 ISMs.

Specifically, the first 4 cognition units share the same model

architecture, which is ResNet-50. Nevertheless, the last one

unit is changed to LCNN-29. The final results are combined

by a score-level average and max-max strategy among differ-

ent cognition units. The results with increasing the number

of cognition units are shown in Table 3 and Figure 4. It is

obvious the performances are improved on both dev1 set and

Table 3: Results of MCSM with different number of cogni-

tion units. Each cognition unit contains 5 ISMs

Cognition units
C@P=95% C@P=99%

dev1 dev2 dev1 dev2

1 55.0 71.8 39.8 25

1,2 60.6 75.8 45.2 25.6

1,2,3 63.4 76.4 49.2 23.4

1,2,3,4 65.4 78.0 53.0 32.6

1,2,3,4,5 64.6 78.4 52.0 32.6

Figure 4: Results of MCSM with different number of cogni-

tion units

dev2 set when more units are added. After 5 units of cog-

nition with 25 models are combined totally, we achieve the

coverage 64.6% of dev1 and 78.4% of dev2 at precision 95%.

There are 9.6% and 7.4% coverage improvement compared

with single unit result, respectively. In particular, when the

unit 5 is added, the coverage at precision 95% of dev2 is

increased from 78.0% to 78.4%, while it is decreased from

65.4% to 64.6% of dev1. We argue that the performance of

dev1 is saturated because dev1 set is obvious harder than

former. We believe it is the reason of the limited samples of

development set.

In a conclusion, experiments demonstrate that MCSM

could improve the performance significantly compared with

ISM. Furthermore, MCSM requires less training time and

computational resources.

7.4. Experiments with Feature Retrieval

In this section, we perform experiments to verify the

effectiveness of feature retrieval module. The results are

shown in Table 4 and Figure 5. LCNN-29 and ResNet-50

obtain high coverage at precision 95% for both dev1 set and

dev2 set, while low coverage at precision 99%. Furthermore,

although feature retrieval obtains high Top-1 accuracy, it

cannot guarantee correct labels for the predicted results with

a large confidence score, which is the limitation of feature

retrieval for large scale classification problem. Only relying

on feature retrieval is not robust when the system requires

high precision. Therefore, it is our inspiration that if we com-

bined feature retrieval with MCSM whether the performance

can be improved or not. Based on our experiments, it is

worth noting that fusion of MCSM and FR by a specific vot-

ing scheme can overcome the limitation of feature retrieval
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Table 4: Results of feature retrieval (FR)

Method
C@P=95% C@P=99%

dev1 dev2 dev1 dev2

FR
LCNN-29 69.0 78.8 5.0 8.8

ResNet-50 56.4 76.4 10.2 28.8

MCSM 64.6 78.4 51.2 61.0

MCSM+FR 71.8 79.8 51.0 61

Figure 5: Results of feature retrieval (FR)

method and maintain the advantages of MCSM method.

The last row of Table 4 demonstrates that the combination

result, when MCSM and FR are fused, we not only achieve

higher coverage at precision 95% but also maintain the simi-

lar coverage at precision 99%. In other words, it indicates

that the combination of MCSM and feature retrieval by a

voting strategy has quite well ability to recognize large scale

celebrities with large coverage and high accuracy at the same

time.

7.5. Experiments with Oneshot learning

In this section, first, the experiments of one-shot learning

method with different testing views are performed. Then, we

show the result of ensemble all modules (MCSM+FR+One-

shot) on the development set. Specifically, to evaluate the

performance of one-shot learning method, we compare the

difference between center crop and 25-crops with random

and flip setting in Table 5. From the results, 25-crops obtains

better performance than center crop on Top-1 accuracy proto-

col. It is indeed because that there is only one image for each

identity on the training and testing data. Multi-patch strategy

increase more information for one-shot learning problem.

All results of different methods on development set are

viewed in Table 6 and Figure 6. By applying one-shot learn-

ing method on extra data, the performance is improved sig-

nificantly from 71.8% to 83.2% and from 79.8% to 90.2%

on dev1 set and dev2 set at precision 95%, respectively. Last

but not least, our Top-1 accuracy of dev1 set and dev2 set

are 79.8% and 85.8%, respectively, which beyond the upper

bound of recognition recall ratio (75%).

7.6. Evaluation on testing data

In this section, the results of this year among different

teams on the final 50K test images are compared and shown

Table 5: Top-1 accuracy results of one-shot learning with

multi-patch testing

One-shot learning
Top-1 accuracy

dev1 dev2

Center-crop 54.6 63.0

25-crop 60.4 66.2

Table 6: Results of different methods on development set

Method
C@P=95% C@P=99%

dev1 dev2 dev1 dev2

Multi-View [9] 40.8 50.6 28.0 21.8

ISM [18] 50.2 76.6 34.6 25.6

MCSM 64.6 78.4 51.2 61.0

MCSM+FR 71.8 79.8 51.0 61.0

MCSM+FR+One-shot 83.2 90.2 51.0 61.0

Figure 6: Results of different methods on development set

Table 7: Compared results with state-of-arts on testing set

Teams
C@P=95%

dev1 dev2

SmileLab 62.1 79.2

Turtle 73.0 86.2

Ours 79.1 87.5

in Table 7. It is obvious that we obtain 79.1% coverage at

precision 95% for dev1 and 87.2% coverage at precision

95% for dev2, which outperforms other teams by a large

margin.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel method by fusing
multiple cognition units and feature retrieval module to solve
large face recognition problem. The MCSM module divides
a single classifier into several small classifiers while sharing
global labels information by a shuffling data strategy. Mean-
while, a feature retrieval module is proposed to further boost
the performance. With the help of collected extra data, a one-
shot learning method is applied on testing images with lower
confidence score from MCSM and FR. The top performance
of MS-Celeb-1M challenge demonstrates the superiority of
our method.
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